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As you watch this episode, take note of 
the creative ways Rabia uses the green 
screen to keep her students engaged, 
including the resources she uses. Also 
keep in mind how her enthusiasm and 
excitement also keeps the children 
engaged. 

Reflection Questions 
• Rabia Foreman completely transformed her 

instructional environment to align with the 
needs of the children she supports. Describe 
a time you changed (or observed another 
educator change) made such a 
transformation. What was the thought 
processes, and how did changing the 
environment impact learning? 

• This episode features multiple examples of 
how to use visuals to support learning, 
engagement, and interaction. Reflect on your 
own practice (or instructional practices you 
have observed). How have you used visuals 
to adapt a lesson or routine to improve a 
child's experience with and access to 
learning? What about their families? 

• This episode features examples of providing 
options so children can make choices. How 
have you improved interaction and attention 
by providing options and incorporating the 
interests and preferences of the children you 
support? 

• How have you engaged children with hearing 
and vision impairments during remote 
learning? What assistive technology have 
you explored during the pandemic for 
yourself and the children and families you 
serve? 

• Rabia Foreman expressed initial discomfort 
with changing the way she provided support 
to children, and searched the internet to find 
information and examples. Describe a time 
when you had to change your practices and 
environment. What resources, professional 
learning, or other support have you found 
useful when making these kinds of changes? 

• By shifting and challenging herself to 
respond to the needs of her learners, Rabia 
Foreman experienced renewed motivation, 
optimism, and passion in her work and 
improved learner engagement. Describe a 
time when you made a shift or change in the 
way you supported learning and how that 
encouraged and motivated you as a 
professional. How did the children and 
families you support also benefit from that 
experience? 

https://ectacenter.org/topics/inclusion/indicators-ece.asp
https://ectacenter.org/topics/inclusion/indicators-ece.asp
https://ectacenter.org/topics/inclusion/indicators-ece.asp
https://ectacenter.org/decrp/decrp.asp
https://ectacenter.org/topics/disaster/preschoolpandemic-episode12.asp
https://ectacenter.org/topics/atech/atech.asp
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Group Activity 
 

A Small Change to the Environment 
 
The video showed how making small changes 
to the environment can support individualization 
and meet the needs of all learners. Let's 
experience how a small change to our learning 
environment might affect our ability to learn. 
 

Virtual Option: Take a moment to go into 
another part of your house or office space 
and find something to make your space 
more comfortable. Share with the group the 
change you made. At the end of the session, 
bring the group back together to reflect on 
their experiences of the instructional 
environment or work environment. How did 
that small change impact your ability to 
interact, work or learn? 
 
In-Person Option: Consider the 
environment that adults are using to learn 
during the workshop. Rearrange the seating 
and ask how the different arrangements 
impact the ability to interact and learn? Was 
learning influenced by being seated in a 
circle versus being seated in a classroom-
style arrangement? How did it affect peer-to-
peer engagement? 

Additional Resources 
Practice Improvement Tools 
• Environment Practice Guides for 

Practitioners 
• Instruction Practice Guides for Practitioners 
• Interaction Practice Guides for Practitioners 

The ECTA Center is a program of the FPG Child 
Development Institute of the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, funded through cooperative 
agreement number H326P170001 from the Office of 
Special Education Programs, U.S. Department of 
Education. Opinions expressed herein do not 
necessarily represent the Department of Education's 
position or policy.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

https://ectacenter.org/decrp/topic-environment.asp#pgpractitioner-environment
https://ectacenter.org/decrp/topic-environment.asp#pgpractitioner-environment
https://ectacenter.org/decrp/topic-instruction.asp#pgpractitioner-instruction
https://ectacenter.org/decrp/topic-interaction.asp#pgpractitioner-interaction
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